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Executive Summary
This report presents the results of a workshop sponsored by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) that took place on December 8, 2003, in Dearborn,
Michigan. The purpose of the workshop was to bring together a broad national
audience to identify critical manufacturing issues associated with the high volume
production of fuel cells and to explore the development of a national strategy for fuel cell
manufacturability (NSFCM).
The workshop technology focus was on polymer
electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC), as these two
technologies are closest to high volume, commercial application. In scope, fuel cell
applications included the U.S. transportation sector (especially the automotive industry)
as well as stationary and portable power generation. There were approximately 50
attendees from a diverse cross-section of stakeholder organizations, including PEM and
SOFC manufacturers and suppliers, relevant government agencies, organizations, and
academic institutions (see Appendix B).
The workshop opened with four presentations:
• David Stieren, Strategic Relations Manager, NIST Manufacturing Engineering
Laboratory (MEL), and the host of the workshop;
• Patrick B. Davis, Fuel Cell Team Leader, U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
Hydrogen, Fuel Cells, and Infrastructure Technologies Program;
• Jean Botti, Chief Technologist, Delphi Corporation, an SOFC manufacturer; and
• Chris DiLello, Director of Fuel Cell Stack Manufacturing, Ballard Power Systems,
a PEM cell manufacturer.
Instead of having preset workshop topics to discuss, the workshop organizers decided
to conduct an affinity grouping diagram exercise. The affinity grouping exercise is a
process by which the attendees determine the important issues and how to organize
them. Attendees were asked to write down the five greatest technical barriers to full cell
manufacturing on adhesive note slips; one barrier per adhesive slip. Once they had
completed the notes, the participants placed the notes on a wall resulting in
approximately 250 notes that needed to be organized. The participants then had to
read the notes and sort them into coherent groupings. The session organizers then
reviewed the wall and identified four themes for the breakout groups based on the
topics organized on the wall.
There were four breakout groups, each led by a facilitator and provided with a scribe to
take notes:
Group A. Metrology and Standards
Group B. Fabrication and Assembly
Group C. Simulation and Modeling and
Group D. Materials and Sealants
The Metrology and Standards Group discussed the need for metrology standards
across the fuel cell industry and across markets to improve developer/supplier
relationships. It was determined that NIST (with participation from industry, professional
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societies, and academia) could help define the important product performance metrics
and characterization methodologies, define testing protocols and their limitations, and
also define standard reference materials. NIST could also set up testbeds for industry
to take measurements under controlled conditions. Professional societies are well
suited to distribute the standards. Another step is to help understand the relationships
between the significant product performance metrics and generic manufacturing and
design parameters. Assuming sufficient industrial interest, such an effort could be
funded through a consortium, the U.S. Fuel Cell Council, and/or FreedomCAR.
The Fabrication and Assembly Group felt the move to high-volume production, e.g.,
automotive levels, is premature. Better fuel cell designs, the application of well-known
design-for-manufacturing methodologies, and the evolution of production engineering
techniques are sufficient to scale up to high volume production. The group identified a
number of needs in the area of Design for Manufacturability (DFM) and production
engineering. To address the issues the group proposed a roadmapping exercise to
compile a list of non-competitive best manufacturing processes, identify the obstacles to
realizing high-volume fuel cell production, and propose projects on an ad-hoc basis
through the usual funding channels (grants from the National Science Foundation
(NSF), the DOE or Department of Defense (DOD)) or a consortium.
The Simulation and Modeling group discussed the application of computer modeling
and simulation to the development and optimization of fuel cells, which heretofore has
focused on the basic physical processes and control of fuel cells, but not on fuel cell
manufacturing. While the variability in fuel cell designs, the competitive nature of the
industry, the variety of technical domains involved in fuel cell manufacturing, and the
fundamental novelty of the technology are obstacles to the direct application of generic
simulation models, the group believed an NSFCM could provide a framework for a
staged development of modeling tools, as described below.
• Near-term: facilitate access to existing simulation tools and processes to
accelerate manufacturing development and efficiency
• Medium term: define and support enhancements to modeling and simulation
tools to address increased fabrication tolerances and new materials.
• Long term: define a strategy for model and simulation development to optimize
the efficiency of the fuel cell manufacturing process.
The Materials and Sealants workgroup felt it was too early in the developmental stage
of fuel cells to talk about an NSFCM, and therefore, did not endorse such an action.
However, selected technical areas in membrane electrode assembly (MEA) and bi-polar
plate technology would benefit from NIST assistance in developing industry standards
and providing metrology development support. Also, because other national
governments have proactively addressed the development of the fuel cell, the United
States is at risk of losing leadership in this technology. The group believes there is a
role for NIST to drive for standards—both within the United States and between
countries and regions—in selected areas of fuel cell material and sealing development.
The group also acknowledged that it may be beneficial if there were an effort to
increase sharing of pre-competitive information on research and development (R&D),
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measurement, and standards; and suggested that NIST could play a role in this
‘learning to share’ effort.
After the four breakout groups reconvened and presented their results, workshop
participants came to the following general consensus. There is a need in the industry to
develop a common set of fuel cell performance metrics and measurement protocols.
There is a need to compile a list of simulation models and make them available to
industry and researchers alike. There is a need to integrate these models to better
understand system interactions and to understand the effects of manufacturing process
parameters and their variation on fuel cell system performance. One proposed funding
strategy was through the creation of a consortium, similar to Sematech. Any fuel cell
strategy would have to include working with other federal and state government
agencies, professional societies and fuel cell organizations, and the fuel cell and
automotive industry.
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1. Background
During 2003, the Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory (MEL) at the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) set out to identify critical manufacturing issues
associated with the high volume production of fuel cells, and to investigate if there is the
need for a National Strategy on Fuel Cell Manufacturability (NSFCM). Toward this end,
NIST hosted a workshop on December 8th, 2003 in Dearborn, Michigan that explored
technical challenges, barriers and opportunities for the development of fuel cell
manufacturing technologies.
These technologies will enable the high volume
manufacture of fuel cells (both PEM and SOFC) for application to the U.S.
transportation sector (especially the automotive industry), as well as to stationary and
portable power generation. An important first step was to initiate a dialogue between
NIST and the automotive fuel cell industry. To accomplish this task, the Center for
Automotive Research (CAR) and Altarum were contracted by NIST to identify
stakeholders in the automotive fuel cell manufacturing industry, and to arrange and
participate with NIST in interviews of these companies. The results of the interviews are
reported in Appendix A.
This report presents the results of the workshop. The workshop’s primary purpose was
to bring together a broad national audience to identify critical manufacturing issues
associated with the high volume production of fuel cells and to explore the development
of an NSFCM.
This workshop was a focused event attended by personnel
(knowledgeable in manufacturing areas ) from stakeholder organizations. The primary
focus of the workshop was on polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells and solid
oxide fuel cells (SOFC), as these two technologies are closest to high volume,
commercial application. There were approximately 50 attendees from a diverse crosssection of stakeholder organizations, including PEM and SOFC manufacturers and
suppliers, relevant government agencies, and academic institutions. A complete
attendee list is provided in Appendix B.
This report is organized according to the workshop agenda, which is presented in
Appendix C. The workshop opened with presentations, followed by an affinity grouping
exercise which determined the topics for the breakout sessions. The majority of the
time was then spent in these breakout sessions, where panelists identified
manufacturing issues and discussed the implications of an NSFCM and how it might
help the industry. Finally, the participants convened at the end of the day to hear
summary presentations from each of the breakout groups and make overall comments
on their views of an NSFCM.
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2. Presentations
The workshop began with four presentations that set the stage for the proceedings:
• NIST, the host of the workshop;
• the Department of Energy (DOE), the government agency that funds a
significant amount of the research being applied to the hydrogen economy;,
• Delphi, an SOFC manufacturer; and
• Ballard Power Systems, a PEM cell manufacturer.
The first presentation was by David Stieren, the Strategic Relations Manager of the
NIST MEL and the host of the workshop. He welcomed the participants, gave a brief
informational talk on NIST, and provided background on the workshop (see Appendix
D.1)
The second presentation was by Patrick Davis, the Fuel Cells Team Leader in the
Hydrogen, Fuel Cells, and Infrastructure Technologies Program at the DOE Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (see Appendix D.2). After presenting the
benefits of moving to a hydrogen economy, he discussed three areas of DOE-funded
projects:
• A lower cost bipolar plate manufacturing process from Porvair Fuel Cell
Technologies;
• Multiple projects in membrane and membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs); and
• Two cost studies that show system cost is dominated by the fuel cell stack, which
is dominated by the MEA, which is dominated by platinum cost.
The third presentation was by Jean Botti, Chief Technologist of Delphi Corporation, on
the Challenges in High Volume SOFC Manufacturing (see Appendix D.3). Delphi is
pursuing SOFCs as auxiliary power units (APUs) for the automotive market and expects
they will enter the high end niche vehicles in the 2010 time frame. Current challenges
include:
• Reducing the material cost of the cell stack by 70% (80% of the cell cost is in the
stack and 70% of the stack cost is materials)
• Reducing the cost of cell fabrication processes by 60% (reducing incoming
material costs is key, as well as eliminating manufacturing steps)
• Improving the quality control of cells by 50% (sealing the stack to withstand
repeated thermal cycling during operation is a major technical barrier)
• Increasing cell throughput by 70% (eliminating the number of sintering steps,
possibly through alternative manufacturing processes, such as vacuum plasma
spraying)
• Lowering the cost of metal components by 60% (lowering the operating
temperature will help in developing lower cost metallic interconnects that can be
manufactured by precision, high volume, lower cost processes).
(Unfortunately, due to other commitments, Mr. Botti could not stay for the breakout
sessions.)
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The final presentation was by Chris DiLello, Director of Fuel Cell Stack Manufacturing at
Ballard Power Systems, on the Challenges in High Volume PEM Manufacturing (see
Appendix D.4). He presented a number of challenges and activities at Ballard,
including:
• Cost reduction activities (lower cost gas diffusion layer (GDL) and flow field
design, lower cost bipolar plate material, and research in lower and non-platinum
based catalysts)
• Unit cell component technologies (cold start, water freeze damage, low
humidification)
• PEM fuel cell FC operational functionality and modeling (large measurement
effort to validate complex fluid dynamics models).
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3. Affinity Grouping Exercise
Instead of having preset workshop topics to discuss, the workshop organizers
conducted an affinity grouping exercise. The affinity grouping exercise is a process by
which the attendees determine the important issues and how to organize them (see
Appendix E for the instructions that were presented to the attendees). There are two
major advantages of the affinity grouping process over fixed topics. First, the
organizers learn how the attendees think of the problem space, i.e., which topics they
deem important and how they might be structured. The second advantage is that the
working groups usually have a much better understanding of their discussion topics
before they convene into their breakout sessions, since they participated in the creation
of the topics.
The attendees were asked to write down the five greatest technical barriers to full cell
manufacturing on adhesive note slips; one barrier per adhesive slip. Since the
workshop focused on fuel cell manufacturing, technical barriers within the scope of the
workshop included
• Fabrication processes (chemical or mechanical)
• Manufacturing control issues
• Assembly techniques, including automation issues
• Systems integration and interoperability
• Software issues
• Metrology (hardware)
• Measurement technology, procedures, and protocols
• Technical, non-regulatory standards
Conversely, examples of topics beyond the scope of the workshop were
• H2 Generation
• H2 Distribution
• H2 Storage
• Education
• Regulatory codes and standards
• Any proprietary information
Topics related to product innovation became a grey area, as they often affect
manufacturing (e.g., product architecture, materials development, product durability,
etc.). The criteria applied here was whether the innovation was directed more toward
product performance or more toward manufacturing. For example, if a material was
developed to make manufacturing easier or cheaper (e.g. materials that are easier to
manufacture and assemble) then it was considered in scope. However, a material
developed to increase PEM fuel cell durability was considered out of scope.
Attendees also had to identify whether the barriers applied to PEM cells, SOFCs or
both; they also were asked to identify themselves as being industrial, government or
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academic participants. Once they had completed the notes, the participants placed the
notes on a wall that was divided into three areas: PEM on the right, SOFC on the left,
and both in the middle. This exercise resulted in approximately 250 notes on the wall
that needed to be organized. The participants had to read the notes and sort them into
coherent groupings (see Appendix F for the final organization of the wall). Once the
participants were satisfied with the groupings, they could sit down or take a break. The
session organizers then reviewed the wall and identified four themes for the breakout
groups, based on the topics created on the wall.
One of the difficulties encountered was that a significant number of notes focused on
product issues, which were clearly stated as being beyond the scope of the workshop.
For example, participants listed “lower temperature for SOFC” (a product issue) as a
technical barrier, although the instructions clearly stated that the barriers should be
focused on manufacturing issues. This is interpreted as an indication of product
maturity. There are still many product issues that must be resolved before high-volume
manufacturing takes a higher priority for these participants.
Another difficulty was that, while the participants wrote the notes and placed them on
the walls, they (as a whole) did not spend much time organizing the wall. Some would
try to organize one section of the wall, while others simply went on break to talk to other
attendees. This resulted in approximately 40 groupings, instead of the expected 5 to 10
groupings.
After the break, the attendees reconvened and discussed the scope and content of the
four breakout groups:
Group A. Metrology and Standards
Group B. Fabrication and Assembly
Group C. Modeling and Simulation
Group D. Materials and Sealants
Each breakout group was led by a facilitator, who was given a copy of the instructions
on how to direct and focus the group discussions (see Appendix G). The facilitator also
presented the group’s findings. In addition, each group had a scribe to take notes. The
notes are presented verbatim in appendix H. Each group’s presentation had to address
the following issues
1. Summarize/articulate the area, its issues, and its fuel cell applications.
2. What are the pre-competitive technical issues that need to be addressed relating
to this area?
3. What are the critical measurement and standards issues associated with the
area?
4. What roles should stakeholder groups (government – DOE, DOD, NIST, other;
industry; academia) play in addressing the area?
5. How would an NSFCM impact this area?
The following sections are the summaries of the breakout groups.
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4. Workgroup A: Metrology and Standards
The Metrology and Standards group focused primarily on standardization issues
ranging from manufacturing process environment to supplier relationships.
On the manufacturing process side, the goal is to improve in-line sensing of parameters
to ensure the manufactured product will meet design specifications. The issue then
becomes identifying the relevant performance and process parameters and their
interaction. Thus, it is necessary to develop testing procedures to measure and control
the parameters, resulting in test protocols and acceptable limits of testing. As an
example: one person raised the question “how clean does the manufacturing
environment have to be?” Different manufacturers believe different levels of clean room
environments are necessary, but no one really knows the impact of being more or less
clean on fuel cell performance or life. Some believe this would be useful information to
share at the industry level as it would ensure companies do not invest unnecessary
resources into manufacturing processes without sacrificing competitive capabilities.
Another issue raised was that there are no performance standards between fuel cell
developers and suppliers. Thus, it is difficult for suppliers to meet the varying demands
of customers for the same basic service, and it is difficult for customers to compare
different suppliers. Indeed, without standards for measuring performance it is difficult to
conduct any kind of benchmarking, be it for components or the final assembled product.
Developing component performance standards would lower costs and increase quality
within the industry.
Related issues include the need for standard measurement protocols that would identify
acceptable limits of precision and accuracy of techniques and equipment, the need to
align techniques with design criteria, and the need to establish guidelines for best
practices for manufacturing process quality. However, questions remain as to the depth
to which such measurement protocol standards should go and whether industry would
adopt such standards.
The group also discussed existing bodies with special committees dedicated to
discussing fuel cell and hydrogen issues at a national and international level. If
standards can be agreed upon internationally, it would make it easier to do business in
international markets.
In summary, metrology standards ensure quality in the supply chain and lower costs,
enhance international trade, and improve the quality of the end product. However, the
relationship between process parameters and product performance are not fully
understood at this time. The time is right to discuss metrology standards across the fuel
cell industry and across markets to improve developer/supplier relationships.
NIST, in cooperation with industry, professional societies, and academia could help
define the important product performance metrics, testing protocols, limitations of the
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protocols, and standard reference materials. NIST could also help by setting up
testbeds for industry to take measurements under controlled conditions. The
professional societies are well suited to distribute the standards.
Another step would be to help understand the relationships between the significant
product performance metrics and generic manufacturing and design parameters.
However, this is a much more difficult task, in part, because one must be very sensitive
to generic versus proprietary parameters. Assuming that such generic factors exist and
that there is an interest on the part of industry (as expressed in the workshop), the
question was raised about how such an effort could be funded. Suggestions included a
consortium or approaching the U.S. Fuel Cell Council.
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5. Workgroup B: Fabrication and Assembly
In the areas of fuel cell fabrication and assembly, the group generally believed that
process evolution would handle the move to high-volume production, and that no
revolutionary fabrication or assembly processes need to be developed. That does not
mean that current processes are sufficient, only that there are no foreseen fabrication
and assembly processes of such difficulty that significant R&D efforts are needed to
overcome them.
The group also believed that the move to high-volume production, e.g., automotive
levels, is premature. Fuel cell penetration is likely to begin in niche applications, such as
premium power, proceed through adoption in areas such as defense and mobile
applications, and finally into automotive. This follows the DOE scenario. In order to
displace the internal combustion engine, better fuel cell designs are necessary. It is
unclear whether winning designs will necessitate revolutionary fabrication and assembly
processes, but at this point the group could not identify any. The hesitancy of suppliers
to commit to component production in the face of uncertain near-term volumes is
complicating the move to high-volume production.. Several suppliers have pulled out of
the market since promised order quantities have not materialized.
Manufacturers in the group stressed three points on the topic of design. First, designers
often change fuel cell designs, so large capitalization now for current designs is illadvised. The use of flexible production equipment that can be quickly retooled for
modest design changes A better choice. Second, designers are not following designfor-manufacturing (DFM) methodologies, making cost-effective production impossible.
Third, designs need to work repeatably on the test bench and in customer
environments, and need to be scalable to high-volume production.
Summarizing the above points: better fuel cell designs, the application of well-known
DFM methodologies and the evolution of production engineering techniques are
sufficient to scale up to high-volume production. Specific needs are detailed below.
The topic of better fuel cell design was out of scope for this group, although it crept in
during the discussion on DFM. In DFM, the group identified these needs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Component selection that is more conducive to manufacturing
Reduced parts count
Designs that can be produced consistently at both low and high volumes
Realistic tolerance specifications, varying during phases of design and
production
Designs that can be manufactured on current production equipment
Involvement of high-volume production manufacturing engineers at the early
stages of product development

In the area of production engineering, the group identified these needs:
1111

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Better supply chain management
Scalability of processes from low to high volumes
In-process inspection (geometric and functional)
Fully automated systems
High-volume sealing
High-volume plate manufacturing
Robust processes, e.g., better optical alignment
High-speed alignment and assembly
Flexible manufacturing that works with a broad range of materials
Simulation without substantial empirical studies
Better process measurement, i.e., what is important to measure and how to use
measurements

To address these issues, the group discussed the need for a roadmapping exercise.
This exercise would begin with the compilation of non-competitive best manufacturing
practices, possibly stemming from analyses of the manufacture of comparable products
(like flexible circuits or photocopiers). Obstacles to realizing high-volume fuel cell
production would then be enumerated, and specific projects to overcome these
obstacles could be undertaken. These projects could take place on an ad-hoc basis
(e.g., between a supplier and an OEM), through the usual funding channels (grants from
the National Science Foundation (NSF), Department of Energy (DOE) or DOD) or as
part of a possible consortium.
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6. Workgroup C: Simulation and Modeling
The Simulation and Modeling group discussed the application of computer modeling
and simulation to the development and optimization of fuel cell manufacturing
processes. While there are efforts underway in industry, academia, and government
labs to model the basic physical processes and control of fuel cells, the group was not
aware of efforts focused on modeling and/or simulating fuel cell manufacturing. On the
other hand, the group felt modeling and simulation could significantly advance the
development and optimization of manufacturing processes, and thus is a key element in
the development of a viable fuel cell industry.
In principle, modeling and simulation could specifically aid fuel cell manufacturing in the
following ways:
- Models for basic material fabrication and assembly, such as stamping or
deposition, can be used to virtually develop processes for fabricating basic
fuel cell elements.
- Models for fuel cell fabrication and assembly can be used to optimize the
efficiency of the overall manufacturing process, and thus reduce the cost of
fuel cells. Models can be used to optimize both physical plant and supply
chain components.
- Models that relate changes or variability in manufacturing parameters to
variability in fuel cell performance, such as robustness, durability, and mean
time to failure, can significantly accelerate the development of manufacturing
processes. Currently, the impact of small changes in manufacturing
processes are assessed using time-consuming empirical testing.
- Virtual prototyping/testing simulations can be used for design intent
verification.
Even though modeling and simulation of manufacturing processes is a relatively mature
field, the group recognized there are several unique issues with respect to fuel cell
manufacturing that either complicate the direct application of existing techniques or limit
the applicability of generic models. Specifically:
- The emerging nature of the industry results in a large variability in fuel cell
designs and fabrication processes even within a specific fuel cell type,
across manufacturers and over time. Thus, it is difficult to develop process
models that are generically applicable until the technology converges to more
standard designs.
- The highly competitive nature of the industry results in most manufacturers
treating technical data relevant to the manufacturing process, e.g., product
design and fabrication process, as proprietary. Thus, it is difficult for external
sources, such as academia and/or government labs, to develop widely
applicable models or software tools.
- Fuel cell manufacturing spans a wide variety of technical domains, including
materials science, electrical engineering, and others. Thus, multi-disciplinary
expertise is required to develop models and simulation tools.
1313
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Since certain aspects of fuel cell manufacturing are fundamentally new,
models and simulations will have to be refined and validated using extensive
experimental data.

The group did identify some pre-competitive technical issues that could be addressed to
advance modeling and simulation of fuel cell manufacturing:
- Some processes in fuel cell fabrication, such as stamping, deposition, and
molding, are generic manufacturing processes. Models and/or virtual
prototyping tools for these generic processes have been developed in the
context of other industries. Developing consolidated access to these models
and software tools is possible and would prevent the emergent fuel cell
industry from re-inventing available technology.
- Certain fuel cell manufacturing processes are likely to require much tighter
tolerances than comparable processes in other applications. Existing models
and software tools for generic manufacturing processes may need to be
altered to address the tolerances in fuel cell manufacturing.
- Virtual test procedures and standards can be developed to evaluate fuel cell
performance, independent of fuel cell design specifics.
- The fundamental linkage between material performance and process change
can be studied for materials that are generically applicable to fuel cell
technology.
The critical measurement and standards issues associated with modeling and
simulation primarily relate to defining parameters or to data collection for model
validation. Development of new process models will require collection of baseline data
for model validation. Virtual testing will require the specification and development of
standard fuel cell performance requirements in many areas, such as electrical
performance and safety.
Government, industry, and academia can all play roles to advance modeling and
simulation of fuel cell manufacturing, and thus advance the development of a viable
industry.
- NIST could serve as the focal point for assembling relevant generic modeling,
simulation, and measurement technology to advance the development of fuel
cell manufacturing technology. As the technology matures, NIST laboratories
could develop modeling tools to improve specific manufacturing processes.
- Government agencies focused on advancing fuel cell technology and
supporting the development of a viable industry (e.g., DOE and DOD) can
identify and support the development and improvement of modeling and
simulation tools for generic manufacturing processes.
- Regulatory agencies, such as the Department of Transportation and the
Environmental Protection Agency, could provide standards that would be
used in virtual testing procedures.
- Industry can identify generic modeling and simulation needs and support their
development through consortia and cooperative agreements. Industry groups
can support the development of virtual testing procedures and standards.
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Academia can advance basic modeling and simulation technologies for fuel
cell manufacturing processes, and educate the future fuel cell workforce in
their use.

A National Strategy for Fuel Cell Manufacturing (NSFCM) could impact modeling and
simulation of fuel cell manufacturing by defining a framework for developing useful tools
that advance (in a staged manner) as the fuel cell industry matures. Specifically:
- In the near-term, the NSFCM could facilitate access to existing simulation
tools and processes to accelerate development and improve efficiency in the
manufacturing of fuel cells.
- As fuel cell technology develops, the NSFCM could define and support
enhancements to modeling and simulation tools that are required to meet the
increased fabrication tolerances and new materials of fuel cell designs.
Further, a procedure for developing virtual testing standards for emerging
designs and applications could be defined.
- As fuel cell technology matures, the NSFCM could define a strategy for
developing models and simulations that could be used to optimize the
efficiency of the fuel cell manufacturing process, and thus increase the
competitiveness of the U.S. industry.
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7. Workgroup D: Materials and Sealants
It was generally agreed that because basic fuel cell materials are not yet well-defined,
fuel cell performance, durability and manufacturing are still highly uncertain. Although
the Materials and Sealants workgroup indicated they believe it is too early to pursue an
NSFCM in general, and specifically the materials and sealants used for fuel cells, the
group offered many material-related technology and process issues that NIST could
begin to investigate.
There is still much developmental work for both the PEM membranes and the catalyst
materials. The workgroup suggested that NIST consider investigating approaches to
developing standard tests on membranes for key attributes (e.g., tensile, cycling,
conductivity, etc.). However, the group offered the caveat that it still needs to determine
which attributes need to be measured. One area of concentration could be to work to
create uniformity (defect) measures for PEM membranes. Another area of interest is
the loading, dispersion and durability of the platinum catalyst. According to the
workgroup, industry needs to develop standards and test protocols for materials and
components
Another area of development is the robustness of the catalyst. Current catalyst
strategies and materials are not capable of lasting, given hydrogen purity variations.
This is an important materials issue. One participant indicated that there might be an
opportunity for NIST to assist in developing the purity standards and measurement
systems for hydrogen.
Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA) and bipolar plate technology:
The group discussed processes for the manufacture of MEAs and plates. It was
suggested that although there have been thousands of MEA and plate designs
investigated, the prominent designs need to standardized. At least one participant
questioned whether it was possible to develop an industry standard for flow fields.
There is a poor correlation between current cost and performance targets. The ability to
better understand the connection between these two variables would be helpful.
Because the stamping of plate components requires large-scale (high volume)
tolerances and uniformity standards, one participant suggested it might be valuable to
pursue strategies that either avoid the need for such tight tolerances, or that better
allow for the exacting standards. There is also a need for the development of largescale materials and process development for the welding and joining of plates to seals
and manifolds for SOFCs.
The measurement of series conductivity of plates offers another area of potential NIST
action. The group felt there is too much variation using the current methods. There
was a suggestion for NIST to lead an effort, leveraging the work of others, including the
U.S. Fuel Cell Council, the American Society of Testing and Materials, the National
Center for Manufacturing Sciences, and others to establish standards for conductivity
1616

measurement. Finally, the group also supported standardized conductivity (ionic, bulk,
proton) tests for completed PEM fuel cells. The bulk molding of composite plates so
that the thickness, flatness, parallelism, and molded net shape for flow fields can be
controlled was mentioned by one participant as an area NIST could investigate.
Fuel Cell Sealing Technology
There was agreement that it was too early in the development of the fuel cell to discuss
the standardization of sealing technology—or even materials. The options for the high
volume manufacture of seals are still not fully understood. This is in large part due to a
great uncertainty regarding the seal material required. Questions such as the long term
durability (i.e. 10 years) and high volume manufacture of seals were identified as areas
of concern. However, it was noted that current seal materials last longer than the
current fuel cells.
There was an acknowledgement that the fuel cell industry lacks an ‘openness’ that
makes the sharing of pre-competitive knowledge difficult. The group also recognized
that it may be beneficial to the industry if there were an effort to increase sharing of precompetitive information on R&D, measurement, and standards. NIST could play a role
in this ‘learning to share’ effort.
An example of this problem is the industry’s relative sluggishness with regard to testing
and establishing a database of knowledge about the robustness of fuel cell
components. There is a substantial amount of system level interactions that need to be
better tracked and documented. According to individuals in the workgroup, the industry
is still early in the learning curve to really determine correlations. Currently individual
developers are performing many of these tests, but because of intellectual property
concerns, the industry has been unwilling to create a database of such results. Such a
database would offer the opportunity to build on previous work and could lead to rapid
advances.
In summary, the workgroup felt it was too early in the developmental stage of the
product (fuel cell) to talk about an NSFCM. Therefore, the group did not endorse such
an action. However, they did agree that other national governments and regional
coalitions have proactively addressed the development of the fuel cell. The United
States and North America are therefore at risk of losing leadership in this technology.
The group believes that there is a role for NIST to drive for standards—both within the
United States and between countries and region—in selected areas of fuel cell material
and sealing development.
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8. Conclusions and Recommendations
After the breakout groups reconvened and presented their results, there was discussion
regarding the path forward. There was clearly a division among the participants about
the need for an NSFCM. Some believe it is simply premature, due to the lack of a
stable product and stable demand. However, there was also a general consensus that
there are several issues, specifically involving metrology standards and simulation,
where collaboration between industry and government could lead to benefits that would
drive fuel cells more rapidly toward commercial viability.
There is a need in the industry to develop a common set of fuel cell performance
metrics, standards, and measurement protocols. Although current metrics tend to be
indirect measures of fuel cell performance, they are useful and, with proper protocols,
could be used to benchmark fuel cell performance, providing the customers a means by
which they can compare alternative fuel cells. Similarly, measurement standards need
to be established for fuel cell components to enable suppliers and customers to work
more cost-effectively with one another. Finally, there is a need to understand the
underlying parameters that affect each of the component and performance metrics,
including the effects of manufacturing process variation on fuel cell system
performance.
Numerous simulation models have been developed both under DOE contracts as well
as by industry. The time has come to compile a list of these simulation models and
make them available to industry and researchers alike. Further, an effort should be
undertaken to integrate these models to better understand system interactions.
Typically, the individual models have a fair degree of fidelity and detail, as they were
designed to understand specific relationships. It is believed that it is possible to
combine simulation models to create a larger system-level simulation with a fair degree
of fidelity. The model could then be used to better understand the relationship between
manufacturing parameters and fuel cell performance metrics.
While manufacturing has not been a major focal point of research for many funding
agencies, it is clear that manufacturing plays an important role in making fuel cells more
affordable and, hence, is on the critical path to commercialization. Some believe that
manufacturing issues will be addressed when the market demand rises and the need for
higher volume processes is evident. However, others believe that novel manufacturing
methods can be developed or adapted from non-automotive industries to dramatically
reduce the cost of current fuel cell manufacturing.
To address the specific manufacturing issues identified previously in this report, it is
recommended that a consortium or several consortia (e.g., one for PEM and another for
SOFC) be created with very narrowly focused mission purposes. It is believed that,
given the broad areas of fuel cell research, consortial activities with a broad mandate
have too great a probability of duplicating other efforts or disintegrating due to lack of
focus and disparate activities and interests on the part of the participants.
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The group discussed the Sematech consortium as an example. It too was a consortium
with a very narrowly focused mission. However, questions arose as to the general
issue of government supported initiatives: “Why should public funds be used to seed a
consortium? If venture capital can'
t be found, isn'
t this an indication that the problem is
not worthy of funding?” The group believed that there are national interests in fuel cell
development citing President Bush'
s endorsement of a Hydrogen Economy. Reduction
of reliance on foreign oil (a national security issue) and improving the environment (a
quality of life issue) are both justifications for public spending to seed a fuel cell
consortium. During the wrap-up session, participants listed a number of fuel cell
consortia already in existence, such as the U.S. Fuel Cell Council and FreedomCAR.
If another consortium is created, it should:
• consist of industry participants as well as national labs;
• be created with coordination and collaboration with other existing organizations,
such as the Fuel Cell Council, Solid State Energy Conversion Alliance (SECA),
and the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE);.and
• have a focused, non-overlapping purpose.
It was also suggested that the consortium participants should contribute funds and inkind support. It is anticipated that universities would participate as knowledge and
research resources on an as-needed basis.
The topics defined above are two high impact areas where a consortial approach could
have a large impact. They appear to be under-funded and/or unaddressed.
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A : Preconference report
Issues in High Volume PEM and SOFC Fuel Cell Manufacturing

Center for Automotive Research
November, 2003

Introduction
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is investigating the need for a
National Strategy on Fuel Cell Manufacturing. Towards this end, NIST intends to host a
workshop that explores challenges, barriers and opportunities for the development of fuel cell
manufacturing technologies. These technologies will enable the high volume manufacture of
fuel cells (both PEM and SOFC) for application to the U.S. transportation sector (especially the
automotive industry), as well as to stationary and portable power generation. An important first
step is to initiate a dialogue between NIST and the automotive fuel cell industry. To accomplish
this task, the Center for Automotive Research (CAR) was contracted by NIST to identify
stakeholders in the automotive fuel cell manufacturing industry, and to arrange and participate
with NIST in interviews of these companies.
During the third quarter of 2003, CAR partnered with the Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory
(MEL) at NIST to interview representatives from five organizations: two fuel cell manufacturers,
two fuel cell component manufacturers, and one government research organization. These
interviews were designed to accomplish three tasks. First, they were to identify barriers to the
high volume manufacture of fuel cells. Second, they were to determine the need for a NIST
sponsored workshop to develop a roadmap for a national strategy to facilitate such
manufacture—as well as identify potential roles that NIST and other governmental agencies
might play in such a strategy. The third task was to initiate a dialogue between NIST
researchers and the automotive fuel cell industry.
Three of the participating companies became involved in fuel cell development because they
are concerned that the internal combustion engine (ICE) could become obsolete at some point
in the coming decades. They perceive their company’s expertise as a natural ‘fit’ with the fuel
cells, and as such presents opportunity. The fourth company was incorporated solely for the
purpose of developing fuel cell technology for a variety of applications. The government
research organization identified the desire to gain synergies from the automotive fuel cell
industry and United States Department of Defense directives.
The research team realizes that the high volume manufacture of fuel cells is merely one small
part in the overall challenge to reach the ‘hydrogen economy’. However, this effort is intended
to investigate only the high volume manufacture of fuel cells. As such we have intentionally
reserved the discussion of such critical issues as infrastructure, hydrogen storage and creation,
and well-to-wheel (-to-grave) energy analysis for other forums.
We have also chosen to investigate only the fuel cell stack. While there are manufacturing
issues involving the balance of plant and power electronics, many suggest that those appear to
be solvable via continuous improvement of known manufacturing processes. However, the
development of high volume manufacturing processes for the fuel cell stack appears to offer the
greatest challenge and uncertainty.
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This white paper describes the information gathered in the interview process and serves as a
planning tool for NIST to develop a workshop that will identify collaborative opportunities for fuel
cell manufacturing research with automotive and fuel cell industry stakeholders. As with many
CAR projects—and in deference to the highly confidential nature of the topic—company
representatives were given assurance of confidentiality. They were also asked to review a draft
of the white paper, with the opportunity to delete any information that they felt was confidential
in nature and to comment for clarification. The Center for Automotive Research and the NIST
Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory would like to thank those company representatives. The
manufacture of fuel cells is a highly competitive and confidential issue. The willingness of these
individuals to openly share their knowledge, insights and, of course, their valuable time made
this project possible. Commitment to collaboration such as this should stand as an example for
future work in this area.
Project Background
Fuel cell manufacturing cost has consistently stood as one of the major barriers to wide-use
automotive applications. Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) technology is widely recognized
as the most suitable technology for mobile applications, but the current production cost (dollars
per kilowatt) exceeds the internal combustion engine cost by at least a factor of ten, thus
relegating it to very low-volume prototype use. Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) present an
alternative in the form of auxiliary power units, but are currently far too expensive. While there
is significant research underway to advance fuel cell technologies, rapid developments and
future product uncertainty have limited the attention given to high volume manufacturing
processes and associated costs; an issue of profound importance to the mass-automotive
market. The complexity of overlaying the incumbent and prospective manufacturing processes
(current and new) stems from the concurrent technology development and resulting future
uncertainty of the precise PEM or SOFC architecture, and future projections must consider at
least a ten-year horizon. Any proposed roadmap cannot lay out conclusive manufacturing
requirements over this timeframe. However, it can outline appropriate strategic approaches to
accelerate mass-market usage while assessing technological manufacturing capabilities,
economic soundness, and future uncertainty.
Within the automobile market, evolutions will likely progress from prototype (experimental
volumes) to niche vehicle (10,000-25,000 units/year per model), to large-volume models
(250,000 or more units/year per model) with each progression requiring a new set of
manufacturing scalability requirements. The manufacturing attributes for the auto industry
include: low unit cost, process reliability, supply reliability (e.g., materials and components),
operating safety, and high quality. The necessary manufacturing processes and technologies
do not exist today—or have not been refined to adequately meet these requirements.
Furthermore, incremental improvements with prevailing technologies will likely not achieve
these objectives.
The critical need is to identify manufacturing technology evolutionary scenarios that most
quickly lead to the mass automotive market with minimal economic or technological risk. New
fuel cell applications (specialty, commercial, and consumer) will develop in route to high-volume
mobile markets, stimulating capital investment and energizing new research to apply to the
subsequent application and process development, typically resulting in lower cost and broader
demand. Figure 1 presents a stylized developmental curve for fuel cell manufacturing
technology. Increasing fuel cell manufacturing scalability will be a consistent theme over time.
Lead-time based estimates may be developed for the amount of “contribution” needed to
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achieve mass-mobile applications broken down by: product and technology improvements, new
materials, manufacturing refinement, and new manufacturing scale-up technologies. Mitigating
capital investment risk and accelerating the lead-time to mass automotive applications will be
significant contributions of this proposed roadmap. A probabilistic perspective on evolutionary
scenarios may be appropriate, with an assessment of the likelihood of success/failure at critical
path-changing nodes that identify alternative directions in manufacturing process evolution. The
roadmap will undoubtedly be refined during the evolution as new information becomes
available.
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Figure 1. A stylized developmental curve for fuel cell manufacturing technology
Opening Remarks from Interviewees
All respondents believed that the internal combustion engine was likely to be the most viable
power source for the coming decade or possibly much longer. However, each respondent
indicated a strong belief that the fuel cell offered the potential to replace the internal combustion
engine eventually. Several respondents also cautioned that the fuel cell industry—either as a
source of mobile power or for auxiliary power unit applications—is far from having a real product
to manufacture. According to these respondents, the exact specifications of a salable high
volume product—either PEM or SOFC are far from defined. However, the respondents felt that
it was not too early to begin to assess manufacturing issues. As one said, “the design for
manufacturability time is now.”
Other respondents did not necessarily agree that the fuel cell was far from production. One
representative believed that direct methanol systems (used primarily in batteries) are moving to
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significant volumes in the next 5 years and that transportation applications (PEM in this case)
would follow some time after that.
All company representatives concurred that manufacturing was a significant challenge in the
effort to successfully capture the automotive market—for either PEM or SOFC. Most
participants agreed that there is the likelihood that new manufacturing processes must be
adopted to meet the cost requirements associated with automotive application. Several also
indicated that there was opportunity for NIST, or other agencies, to be a catalyst in the push to
develop ‘leapfrog’ technologies.
For these reasons, all interview participants expressed interest in a National Fuel Cell
Manufacturing Strategy and agreed to participate in the NIST workshop.
Process-related issues being encountered, including those associated with materials and
raw materials
All participants agreed that manufacturing and assembly present a critical barrier to the success
of fuel cells for transportation applications. The fuel cell industry is just now moving from the
hand built paradigm through low volume manufacturing, and then possibly to the high volume
paradigm. They felt that it was essential to ensure that manufacturing and assembly were
important criteria in the product development process.
Manufacturing processes for the SOFC include stamping, co-firing ceramics, and (potentially)
vacuum plasma spraying. For SOFC assembly, sealing and brazing were identified as critical
processes. Although some processes are currently automated, and appear to be scalable,
there are a number that are not. Brazing and vacuum plasma spraying were identified as two
processes that present significant challenges with respect to high volume production. Brazing
presents a particular scalability challenge because of the arc time, while cycle time also
presents a challenge for vacuum plasma spraying. There is also difficulty both material and
process in sealing the SOFC stack. The elastomeric material, commonly used for sealing PEM
fuel cells, cannot withstand the temperatures associated with SOFC.
With regard to PEM fuel cell manufacturing, the respondents highlighted several high volume
process issues. For this discussion, we have chosen to divide them into five main critical
elements: membrane, membrane electrode assembly, seals, bipolar plates, and the final
assembly of the stack.
Several respondents indicated concern over the capability of current membrane manufacturing
processes. The exceptionally high volume required of the production process makes it a
significant challenge. However, a representative whose company has experience in membrane
manufacturing stated that his company believes their manufacturing process is fairly mature
compared to industry demand and that reaching increased demand volume levels would be
relatively easy.
There was also some concern regarding the viability of current membrane technology. Several
participants suggested that membrane development was still far from close to meeting product
requirements. Thus, they were concerned about whether the manufacturing processes for
current membrane technology would be transferable to future product specifications. Other
participants felt that current membrane technology would, through reasonable continuous
improvement, meet the required performance needs.
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Most respondents felt that the MEA assembly process was not as advanced as the membrane
process, yet did show ‘promise’. One MEA assembly process was described as semiautomated, with the ‘front-end’ processes automated and the later, more customer specific
processes, still done manually. The representative for this company suggested that MEA
assembly was not necessarily a process issue, but instead one of standardization. He felt that,
as the industry moved toward a more standardized end product, it may be possible to become
entirely automated utilizing current manufacturing capabilities. A representative from another
company stated that his company is moving from a manual MEA assembly system to a visionbased mechanical alignment system. The ability to apply coatings (spraying, rolling, layering,
etc.) in this process would be an important step in achieving high-volume manufacture.
The application of the catalyst is a critical element of the MEA assembly. Aside from being
centered on either the gas diffusion layer (GDL) or the membrane, the catalyst must be
uniformly loaded over the entire contact area with micrometer level control. An ideal process for
this has not been realized.
Currently the material of choice for PEM Fuel Cells is an elastomer (silicon). These seals are
extremely thin—approximately 0.25 mm (for reference, a seal for an internal combustion engine
is approximately 3.0 mm thick).
A couple of participants indicated that because of the
permeability of silicone, it will always present a seepage issue. That is, hydrogen can
theoretically penetrate the materials’ molecular structure and leak from the stack. Therefore,
there is concern that silicon may not be the material that is used in a ‘workable’ high volume
PEM fuel cell. According to these respondents, there is a need for an alternative with a high
flow rate like silicon, however with a lower permeability. If silicone remains the only choice for
PEM fuel cells, the current rolling equipment used for seal production is not capable of high
volume production when coupled with the low delivery rates (grams/unit time) required for 0.25
mm thick seals. Such a process would need significant development.
Most bi-polar plate development is focused on graphite or composite (ceramic) materials
however, there is work in conductive thermoplastic bi-polar plates. Although metallic and
graphite plates have been the focus of much developmental effort, they still appear to present
significant hurdles before high volume processes are finalized. One respondent indicated that
they believed composite plates present a viable alternative. They also believe that these
composite plates can benefit from existing manufacturing processes that can easily be applied
to this application. The representative suggested, much like other material replacement
opportunities, the end product can benefit greatly by designing for a specific material, instead of
attempting to make new materials fit within the existing paradigm.
Respondents indicated that alignment is one of many important for assembly challenge for the
stack assembly. There are two aspects to alignment. One is the horizontal alignment, i.e., the
amount of surface area through which the hydrogen flows. The other is the vertical alignment of
the various cells. The voltage is proportional to the number of cells in the stack. The current,
however, is sensitive to horizontal variation between cells. This is related to the MEA alignment
problem mentioned previously, namely the membrane area, GDL and catalyst must all be
aligned to allow the maximum hydrogen flow through all layers (typically 5 or 7 layers per cell).
Any misalignment is lost current performance; hence the alignment of the cells in the stack
relative to each other is a critical control element.
The variation in vertical alignment is a problem of closing pressure and component variation
stackup. A fuel cell stack typically needs a pressure of 2,627 N/m (15 lb/linear inch) to operate
properly compared to an ICE, which has typically 10,500-17,500 N/m (60-100 lb/linear inch).
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Each stack component varies in thickness across its surface. One respondent suggested that,
MEAs vary by 50 microns with plate thickness variation an important element of that variation.
This results in gaps and in uneven pressure distribution within the stack when the stack is
closed (end plates are attached). The seals can compensate for small gaps, or only about 5%
of the total variation in the stack. Larger gaps result in leakage which clearly degrades cell
performance. The uneven pressure can cause individual bi-polar plates to crack (which are
moving to becoming thinner to reduce weight and improve performance), thereby making the
entire stack inoperable. Thus, sealing pressure is an important factor in fuel cell assembly.
Equipment-related issues manufacturing hardware and systems
With a few exceptions, respondents were unaware of significant equipment or controls-related
issues. However, they warned that such issues would be likely as the processes moved to
higher volume. In many respects, the respondents indicated that their biggest concern with
regard to controls and equipment for high volume fuel cell manufacturing is that they do not
necessarily know what the final solution will be. Therefore, they do not necessarily ‘know what
they do not know’. With the lack of standardized designs, the manufacturing processes have
not evolved to a point where these types of problems can be identified.
An example of the challenge is illustrated by the rolling machinery for seal manufacture. The
rolling equipment used for manufacturing internal combustion seals must be re-engineered in
order to produce the much smaller fuel cell seals. While process results can likely be achieved,
either through modification or redesign, users are in the very early in the learning process and
not necessarily assured of meeting the required cost and cycle time requirements.
One glaring exception is that of the lack of ‘referenceable’ methodologies for testing and
inspection. The fuel cell industry is, much like the product itself, in the developmental stage.
There is opportunity for NIST to play an important role in assisting industry in developing and
monitoring industry. These issues are further discussed in the section on metrology and
standards issues.
Software issues, including systems integration, and data representation and exchange
The participants did not report any significant software issues. However, during the prototype
build, there is the need to collect and analyze a substantial amount of data. One respondent
stated that they collect approximately 100 times more data than for their traditional
manufacturing processes. He explained that this was required for ‘genealogy’ and traceability.
Several participants noted that there is still much to learn with regard to how the manufacturing
processes affect product performance. For example, a respondent said they use as many as
four process data streams as a proxy for a single product performance measure, and they are
still learning what processing changes affect performance characteristics.
The companies are collecting data to understand the basic principles of the process so that they
can learn the critical process control issues and ensure repeatability. Whether this could wait
until product and process were stable was uncertain.
Metrology and standards issues (processes and product)
Participants indicated that possibly the most striking challenge for metrology can be attributed to
the lack of maturity for the product. As a manufactured product, the fuel cell industry is truly in
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its infancy. As such there are few agreed upon standards for measure. There is also an
exceptionally diverse group of companies and organizations working to develop the technology.
With this diversity comes a wide range of technical capabilities. Some fuel cell developers have
product expertise, but little or no manufacturing experience. Other industry participants have a
longstanding history of manufacturing and standardization combined with product knowledge.
While such a dissimilar mix of participants is commonplace for a new technology, it does
produce uneven levels of technical capabilities.
Respondents believe that there would be a need for standardization of tests and measures for
non-competitive elements. However, there was no consensus regarding the timing of such
standards. The fuel cell is still, in many ways, a developmental product. Some participants felt
that it may be too early for such actions. However, they did agree that there is (or will soon be)
a need to develop clear functional test standards at the part level, and the need for a method of
characterizing the duty cycle level of the system. One interviewee described an effort to
develop a single cell performance curve and measurement protocol. Clearly, the statistical
validity of any such protocol should be evaluated, and standardized testing practices developed
and followed. Another highlighted challenge was the verification methodology in final assembly
of SOFC. The final validation test cycle requires a heating of the unit to 900 degrees C, and
back down. This test currently takes approximately an hour. This test cycle time would need to
be greatly reduced to make high volume production feasible.
In what is indicative of the challenges faced by the participating companies in meeting the
measurement requirements, one respondent company relayed their difficulty finding
measurement equipment for on of their components. After a long search for an appropriate
measuring device, they purchased from a supplier what they perceived to be the best
available—but far less than optimal device. However, because of this company’s in-house
process engineering capabilities, it was able to alter the machine to fit their needs. After several
iterations, the supplier used the company’s changes to modify their product for other customers.
Several respondents indicated that they, or their supplies and or customers had difficulty
consistently measuring bipolar plates, which micrometer variation in thickness, straightness of
channels, and width of channels). These respondents indicated some industry participants did
not have processes in place to assure consistent measurement quality. The material itself
(graphite or composites), also presents a challenge for accurate measurement. There will also
be a need for standards around the connections of the balance of plant and system
interoperability, as well as voltage and impedance matching. One caveat offered was that any
standards, especially regulatory standards, such as crash standards, be developed through
industry and government collaboration.
Several respondents indicated that they, or their supplies and or customers had difficulty
consistently measuring bipolar plates at the micron level (e.g., for variation in thickness, and the
straightness and width of the channels). These respondents indicated some industry
participants did not have processes in place to assure consistent measurement quality. The
material itself (graphite or composites), also presents a challenge for accurate measurement.
There will also be a need for standards around the connections of the balance of plant and
system interoperability, as well as voltage and impedance matching. One caveat offered was
that any standards, especially regulatory standards, such as crash standards, be developed
through industry and government collaboration.
Conclusions
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The interview participants offered important insights into the challenges and barriers to the high
volume manufacture of PEM and SOFC technology. The interviews and the resultant white
paper were intended to initiate the discussion of these hurdles. However, there were in no way
intended identify all barriers. The interview process did however establish a need to proceed
with the effort. To this end, the participants identified an opportunity for an opportunity for NIST
and other federal agencies to further investigate the development of a strategy to address the
challenges, barriers and opportunities for the development of fuel cell manufacturing
technologies that will enable the high volume manufacture of fuel cells for automotive
applications (both PEM and SOFC) for application to the U.S. transportation sector.
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C : Workshop Agenda
Developing a National Strategy for the
High Volume Manufacture of P.E.M and Solid Oxide Fuel Cells
A Workshop Sponsored by:
National Institute of Standards and Technology,
Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory
December 8, 2003
Dearborn, MI
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Patrick Davis, D.O.E.
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Chris DiLello, Ballard Power Systems: Challenges in High Volume PEM
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Affinity Diagram (Richard Gerth (CAR/David Stieren (NIST): Problem definition
identification of important challenges
AM Break
Summary and workgroup ‘assignment’ (4-5 workgroups)
Parallel Workgroups:
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Reconvene with presentations from workgroups
Discussion
Adjourn
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E : Affinity Grouping Exercise
Instructions
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Affinity Grouping Results
The following pages present the verbatim responses on the adhesive note slips. After
every response it is noted whether the response applies to PEM, SOFC or both, and
whether the participant was from industry (I), the government (G), or academia (A). The
notes are presented in columns ordered from left to right as the participants had
organized them. In general, the SOFC topics were ordered first, the PEM topics were
ordered last, and topics that applied to both were in the middle.
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F : Workgroup Notes
Facilitator Instructions
Purpose:
To identify critical manufacturing issues associated with the high volume production of fuel cells and to
explore the development of a national strategy for fuel cell manufacturabilityNSFCM

Challenge Statement:
What are the 5 greatest technical barriers to full cell manufacturing?

Within scope
Fabrication processes (chemical or mechanical)
Manufacturing control issues
Assembly techniques, including automation issues
Systems integration and interoperability
Software issues
Metrology (hardware)
Measurement technology, procedures, and protocols
Technical, non-regulatory standards

Out of scope
H2 Generation
H2 Distribution
H2 Storage
Education
Regulatory codes and standards

Grey area
Product related issues (durability, performance, etc.)
Materials
Product architecture

Specific Items that must be addressed during the workshop:
Discuss the challenge area
Determine how that challenge area would be addressed in the NSFCM
Propose industries’ and government’s responsibilities in the NSFCM as it relates to this challenge area?
What government action would be most useful to the industry:
• National testbed
• Funding for specific activities (what activities and how much over what time period?)
• Focus national labs on specific activities (what activities)
Challenge to the working groups (identified during the Affinity Grouping session):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Summarize/articulate the area, its issues, and its fuel cell applications.
What are the pre-competitive technical issues that need to be addressed relating to this area?
What are the critical measurement and standards issues associated with the area?
What roles should stakeholder groups (government – DOE, DOD, NIST, other; industry;
academia) play in the address of the area?
5. How would a NSFCM impact this area?
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Workgroup A: Metrology and Standards
Joel Berry, Kettering University (facilitator)
Jon Foreman, NexTech Materials
Muhammad Arif, NIST
Terry Udovic, NIST
Dale Hall, NIST
Paul Burton, Plug Power
Shinichi Hirano, Ford Motor Co.
Metrology issues applied to fuel cells
In line process control measures, reduce post inspection; build more quality in
Continuous in line inspection
Supplier certification the same
Continuous testing of MEA
In line crystallography
Registry Issues?
Dimensional tolerance
What is the micro-environment like?
Goal:

Improved in line sensing of parameters will ensure manufactured product
will meet design specifications
Does technology need to change as volume increases?
Identification of process and performance parameters and the interaction
between them
Develop testing procedures to measure and control parameters; which ones are
critical to product performance?
Testing protocol standardization.
Identify acceptable limits of testing.
Identify acceptable precision and accuracy limits of the technique and equipment.
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Align limits of technique with the design criteria.
Impact of levels of contamination and environmental quality on manufacturing
processes and product quality
Establish guidelines for best practices for manufacturing processes quality
Is the industry ready to accept universal protocol development?
Are international standards a concern? What about multiple regional standards?
What are non-competitive technical issues to be addressed?
What should approach be to developing standards, what is strategy?
Industry representation is needed in standards development.
NIST’s role is to gather and facilitate information from industry, and develop methods for
testing.
What is the role of academia in standards development?
What is best method for dealing with internal/manufacturing/metrology standards?
SAE has dedicated committees
The role of external professional organizations is to proliferate the standards to industry
helping to refine the process of acceptance criteria.
The role of industry is to define what needs to be measured, to what level of accuracy.
Critical parameters flow from qfd
Industry has to agree on importance of establishing product performance standards
Is there a need for an independent fuel cell testing entity?
NIST can set up test beds for industry to make measurements under controlled
conditions; and laboratory accreditation programs
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What are the benefits of metrology and standards?
Ensures quality in the supply chain, lowers costs, enhances international trade,
improves quality of end product.
Summary: Defining performance criteria, creating standards for performance criteria,
defining component attributes and manufacturing controls.
Relation to fuel cells: tests and relationships not fully understood at this time. The time
is right to discuss metrology standards across fuel cell industry and across markets for
developer/supplier relationships.
Defining the important product criteria, and how do we measure them?
Agreeing on what to measure, using a workshop at NIST: what are the top ten product
and component performance parameters?
Define testing protocol and limitations of protocol (NIST with partners)
Development of standard reference materials (NIST role)
Distribute standard test procedures (industry groups or SDOs)
What are the manufacturing or component parameters that are important and how do
we measure?
Industry should work with government to determine relationships between generic
manufacturing/process factors and performance parameters. We need a method for
finding out how to do this. Consortium? US Fuel Cell Council? Freedom Car?
IUCRC?
We must maintain sensitivity to generic criteria versus proprietary.
How measure various manufacturing criteria/standards/processes; how to measure at
full scale production levels, e.g., 80,000 plates per hour
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Workgroup B: Fabrication and Assembly
Attendees:
Fred Proctor, NIST MEL (facilitator)
Joe Mitchell, Ballard Power
Amit Bagchi, NIST ATP
Stephen L. Wiedmann, Southwest Research Institute
Gerald Ceasar, NIST ATP
Kevin Smith, United Technologies Fuel Cell
Denise McKay, University of Michigan (scribe)
Ken Baker, Altarum
Ray Puffer, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Robert Mulcahey, Nuvera Fuel Cells
Alkan Donmez, NIST MEL
Gary Anderson, NIST ATP

Summary/General Ideas
Supply chain management
Scalability
Drive cost down by increasing manuf capability but customers not buying
quantities that justify high production volumes
Interfacing process mapping/process transition, maintain control over process
and assembly
How does product design handle volume constraints
Assessing quality in-situ
Developing automated systems
Finding components more conducive to manufacturing
Platinum loading (technical hurdle)
Assembly constraints
Thermal expansion mismatch of materials
FC design as related to efficiency as compared to other energy production
mechanisms
Cell stack assembly
Sealing for high volume
Plate manuf for high volume
Design to satisfy customer needs, produced cost effectively/consistently at
low/high volume
Sub micron precision manufacturing (optical alignment, sensor technologies
needed, image acquisition), robust for manuf floor
Assembly/alignment at practical speeds
Cost reduction for auto volumes, should auto volumes be reference point
Tolerance specifications, are they necessary and how do we decide, who
dictates tolerances specs, are we burdening manuf equip suppliers
Flexible manufacturing that is viable with broad material applications, how to
handle product specific manuf processes
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In process inspection (geometry, functional inspection)
Development of manuf equipment (national focus, who is currently providing
equipment suitable for FC components?)
Quantitative sensitivity analysis cause and effect relationship between
component and system specs/tolerances, budgeting errors and adjust strategy
for manuf
Environmental control, do we know what conditions are necessary
Simulation with out substantial empirical studies
Process measurement, what is important to measure, how do you use
measurements
Reduce parts count

Characterization of Fabrication Issues/Options
Robust cell/stack design to leverage existing production capabilities (would this
solve existing problems)
What do designs relate to in terms of manuf processes, what processes do
various designs require
How to transition through design phase (alpha, beta, …) and handle manuf
requirements for different component needs. Have separate
tolerances/expectations at different design phases
Over-specifying component requirements
Manuf equipment while new tech are being developed
Redesign to satisfy manuf limitations/constraints
Common practice now involves short run, hand made components in an R&D
environment (are we prepared for higher volume, will design be continually
changing, is technology mature enough)
What are common “best practices”?
what existing manuf technologies/capabilities are similar to FC manuf
requirements? Flexible circuits, copier systems, …
multi-market strategy, market adaptation
are there different manuf criteria for different applications, dictated by different
fuel cell technologies (PEM, SO, MC, …)?
with no FC technological development are we currently able to compete against
existing energy production technologies at large volumes? Can we manuf at the
levels necessary to satisfy high volume demand if the demand existed? Is R&D
necessary to compete?
Have a design that works in the intended consumer environment and that can be
reproducible at low volume and can be scaled cost effectively to high volume
(who is doing this now, private sector?)
Involve high production manuf at the early stages of product development
Where are resources allocated, small or large scale production requirements

Cost Reduction Opportunities
Scale
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Design improvements (design for manufacturability)
Reduce catalyst requirements without decreasing performance
Government initiated incentives

Manuf Road Map
1. Current State-of-the Art (prototype, hand-made components, current
supply/demand economics)
2. technology hurdles accomplished (Durability, reliability, robustness,
operating condition requirements addressed)
3. combine existing and new manuf technologies given a design

Government Involvement
Regulation
Subsidies
Consortium (Sematech model)

Summary, Important Concepts
Consortium for transitioning between low volume and high volume production
that satisfies industry needs, enable and engage academia cost effectively
(currently not coordinated, redundant, …). Compile resources (process
capabilities, surrogate processes, resource document to shorten research
timeline to streamline manuf process, manuf techniques available and
applicability, …) so all companies aren’t investing resources into researching
alternatives
Need a design that works in the intended consumer environment and that can be
reproducible at low volume and can be scaled cost effectively to high volume
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Workgroup C: Simulation and Modeling
Anna Stefanopoulou
University of Michigan (facilitator)
Seth Lerner
Kettering University
Chris Di Lello
Ballard Power Systems
Joe Burns
Altarum Institute
Ken Stroh
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Michelle O’Haver Altarum Institute (scribe)

NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes
Group Interest:
Chris D : Looking for a knowledge base at a fundamental level.
Ken Stroh: Large Modeling Effort
•

How do you get there?
Establish a baseline performance

Seth Lerner: Why is this a technical barrier? Future in Modeling and
Simulation and how they can remove the technical barriers.
Joe Burns: Modeling and Simulation of Macro use of alternate energy use.
Anna S: Controls and Automation Professor. Fuel Cell Control
Laboratory, Diagnostics, Process control to automation of the assembly.
Look into controlling the thermal humidity of the stack.
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NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes
Predicting through an accurate model that the fuel cell is working?
Testing for High Volume Production
Manufacturing Process: Specific milestones – Do you know what you
should check in the specific milestones? Yes, it’s controlled by ISO, but
need to add some elements and take some off.
Manufacturing so different with each engine making a universal model so
difficult.
The testing aspect with some specifications, how do you test it? You can’t
really

NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes
How would a NSFCM impact this area?
Identify technical Barriers that need to be removed to
move forward
Design verification
Process Improvements
- Fundamental change to design
Modeling minus proprietary information will
push the movement forward.
Need accelerated testing.
Simulation Modeling
Core Manufacturing Standards? None
known.
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NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes
It is critical to manufacturing: design parameters, models, key product
characteristics that can be controlled,
Bumps in the road: All systems are so different, Proprietary information, not
enough generic information.
Simulations and modeling would be able to help in identifying the critical
sensor requirements. This would help reduce cost (due to less sensors, since
they are so expensive e.g., oxygen sensor).
Simulation and modeling can identify weak links in the manufacturing
process. Defining a manufacturing process needs to be achieved.

NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes
Process Changes, e.g., new sealant – you can’t spend 8 month’s of testing
and move forward. There will be five new designs in that amount of time.

Strategy for standardization, Applying to Fuel Cell
Manufacturing
1.

Corrosion Model

2.

Using common materials in the process

3.

Coating process and deposition of catalyst and carbon

4. Plate Stamping Process (no, special gluing, special materials, not for
public viewing.) Challenge bringing stamping down to microns.
5.

Thermal Expansion Model

6.
Distribute common technologies, to save development time from
those that are starting from scratch.
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NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes

Strategy for standardization, Applying to Fuel Cell
Manufacturing (Continued)
7.

Propose a task force? Addressing things like identifying needs and
knowledge, similar processes, e.g., compression technology.
Thermal Technology, PEM? Can they be integrated into the fuel cell
arena?
Nationalistic… Honda, Toyota – they could take over the industry.
Don’t try to reinvent all technologies, just improve the ones that are
out there. GM is on the right track. That is what Toyota, GM, and
Honda are doing, assumed. They aren’t worrying too much about
manufacturing.

8.

NIST’s plays a much less sig. Role than METI. Interested in
voluntary interest, and where the industry tells them to focus. They
are involved with trying to figure out where the work/standardization
is needed.

NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes
Strategy for standardization, Applying to Fuel Cell
Manufacturing (Continued)
--

If recommendations come from this workshop, would NIST have an RFP to
academia.
NIST can be a source of funding for this operation. ’04 FY, has $60 Million
for ATP. Also through labs, have a base of resources that operate technology
development. They have much smaller amounts of $$, but it’s a source for
research and academia project. They will not push technology, they lead in
standards levels in an unbiased way.

--

National Strategy for fuel cells? We lost stereos, TV’s, etc., are we protected
by this important technology? Policy implications, by the Pres., to help
implement the manufacturing standards. What NIST has in mind is is
something that identifies areas that may not have appropriable benefits to a
company, but something that will ….help a companies bottom-line. NISTZ
can help w/ Architecture of provision of validation data. Stating requirements.
Emissions. NIST will make sure a technical basis will be set to be legit.
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NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes
Strategy for standardization, Applying to Fuel Cell
Manufacturing (Continued)
--

Need to connect all models, Can it be made at this point that can
benefit more than one company. Does the technology exist yet?

--

“What’s available today?”

--

NIST could thread common practices that exist w/in industry
consortium.

--

Think about the stakeholders. Bring in other other agency funding.
NIST, DOE, etc. Many may not fund right now, but addressing it to
the right people may change that.

--

Are we too late?

--

NEED A NIST WEB-PORTAL TO HAVE DISCUSSIONS? SEE
WHAT MODELS, STANDARDS & TECH. IS OUT THERE?

NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes
Strategy for standardization, Applying to Fuel Cell
Manufacturing (Continued)
--

TESTING
1. Testing Stations: Help specify constraints?
Successful sharing and not giving away too much.
2. What can we share about process manufacturing.
3. Simulate what we know and don’t.
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NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes
Strategy for standardization Summary

•

Summarize/articulate the area, its issues, and
its fuel cell applications.
Developing a model that integrates models of manufacturing processes.
•
Relates manufacturing parameters, variability to performance (robustness,
durability, Mean Time to Failure.
•

Design intent verification.

• Issues
1.
2.
3.
4.

Proprietary (data, product design, and sequence of process)
Complexity and variability of processes
Multi-disciplinary expertise of domains
Validation

NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes
What are the pre-competitive (generic) technical
issues that need to be addressed relating to this
area?
• Consolidation of existing of applicable simulation
tools (e.g., Stamping, deposition and molding).
• Virtual Testing
• Order of magnitude enhancement.
• Fundamental linkage between material
performance and process change.
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NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes
What are the critical measurement and
standards issues associated with the area?
• Critical Measurements:
• “lifetime” of an FCS?
• Process Model Validation
• Standards Issues
• Safety (e.g., Hydrogen leakage)
• Test Protocol

NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes
What roles should stakeholder groups
(government – DOE, DOD, NIST, other; industry;
academia) play in the address of the area?
• NIST could thread common practices that exist within
industry consortium.
• DOT? creating standards for transportation, Hydrogen,
High Pressure.
• DOE – Take the lead on the modeling development of
this mega” process in collaboration with industry,
academia, and other government agencies.
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NIST Fuel Cell Workshop Breakout Notes
How would a NSFCM impact this area?
• Near-term -- facilitate access to existing
simulation tools and processes that can
accelerate development in manufacturing
of fuel cells.
• Long-Term – support need for sustained
resources and effort necessary to develop
and validate such a process.
•
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Workgroup D: Materials and Sealants
Attendees:
Patrick Davis, Department of Energy
Ed Seebauer, University of Illinois—Urbana
David Lane, W.L. Gore and Associates
Steve Koch, Freudenburg NOK
John Halloran, University of Michigan (Facilitator)
Manish Mehta, NCMS (Scribe)
Wil Conner, BNCI
Mei Cai General Motors
Bill Schawnk, Ford
Prabhakar Singh. PNNL
GROUP D – MATERIALS & SEALANTS BREAKOUT
Low loading (e.g., vacuum deposition) is a technology issue TODAY and not yet
considered a Manufacturing issue! (Consensus)
Catalyst that is robust to H2 purity variations - Materials development issue
- NIST can help define purity levels of catalyst
- FreedomCAR spec for Direct H2 systems is 98% purity with 1.99% inerts (P. Davis)
Too much emphasis on manufacturing & measurement tolerances (Bill Schank)
- Should we really pursue micron-level tolerances? Or avoid the need for …
Stamping of plate components (P. Singh) requires large-scale tolerances and uniformity
standards
- Need Large-scale materials & process development for SOFC plate welding and
joining of plates to seals and manifolds.
Bipolar plates technology
- Bulk Molding of composite Plates (W. Conner)
-1000s of different MEAs & plates designs investigated - Prominent designs needed to
pursue standardization (D. Lane)!
- Possibility of an industry-std. flow field?
- Composite-type, Plate Thickness, Flatness, parallelism, molded to net shape for flow
fields
- Measurement of Series conductivity of plates is not consistently done – too much
variability – need a round robin on variability studies – e.g., USFCC, ASTM, NIST,
NCMS (S. Kock, Bill Schank)
- Cost-Performance targets are not well correlated
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Uniformity (defect) of PEM membranes & Pt loading and dispersion, durability (Mei, P.
Singh, Dave Lane- USFCC)
NIST role - Need standards/protocols for materials and components, using a test
protocol
Dev. Standard tests on membranes per each attribute (e.g., tensile, cycling,
conductivity, etc.)
On-line monitoring of large-scale, hi-volume processes – too far out! What
attributes need to be measured?
Std. Measurement of Catalytic activity developed by various vendors of FC
components (DuPont, Cabot Superior Micropowders)
NIST should emphasize the testing technique, not the actual standard/specification.
-Accelerated FC life testing does not work!
Conductivity (ionic, bulk, proton) tests needed for PEMs.
Sealing – No consensus – too many ways of achieving it!
Robustness of components/products for FCs – we are still way behind on the learning
curve to really determine it! Too many system level interactions confound the
investigations – this is being done individually by developers (because of IP issues).
Lack of “open” industry (OEM-supplier) sharing of knowledge that can help define noncompetitive areas for R&D, measurement, standards, etc., which are mutually beneficial
to all industry.
GDL Measurement (D. Lane) is not being done fast enough (USFCC) – need
standardized and better organized testing!
Need a standard (published) test for Degradation of monomers in membranes
What level of sealing effectiveness is critical for FCs (Technology issue at present, but
could become a mfg. issue in future)
- Long term (6-month vs 10 years) durability and performance of seals
- How to consistently produce seals in high-vol mfg processes (P. Davis)?
- Materials do not fail sooner, but the FCs do!
Seal materials’ behavior under operating temperatures inside a long-term oxygenhydrogen environment (Bill Schank)
Too early to talk about a National (NSFCM) strategy for FC performance, mfg.,
durability, etc. since the base FC materials are not yet well-defined (Mei, D. Lane, )
Japanese collaborations in FCs are proactively dominated/driven/led by the Govt. &
OEMs Toyota and Honda
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NIST should collaborate/coordinate/examine/benchmark strategies for bridging the gap,
e.g., ISO standards, SAE, ASTM, etc., as well as other countries (Asians, Europeans)
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